From A to B: a ride in the free energy surfaces of protein G domains suggests how new folds arise.
Metamorphic proteins are an extremely intriguing case of protein evolution and a golden opportunity to challenge the current simplified models. In a recent work, we showed that a coarse-grained Gō model can be used to study the thermodynamics of lymphotactin, a naturally occurring metamorphic protein. Here, we extend such model by including the necessary atomic detail to study the effects of the single mutations that artificially bring the GA domain of protein G to fold into the GB domain of the same protein. The results of this all-atom Gō model show how the residual structure of the denatured state is an early indicator of a forthcoming fold and function switch. These findings reconcile the results of previous studies on similar systems highlighting the different role played by secondary and tertiary interactions and suggesting a possible way for new folds to arise.